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Page 8: Perkins Application Components – 17) Abstract
- “Abstract” word count changed from 300 words to 200 words. (09/25/217)

Page 31: Supporting Underserved Projects Funds Available & Additional Limitations
- Line item #1 – the words “on an invitation only basis” were added to the end of the sentence. The whole line item now reads, “1. $258,700 will be made available for Supporting Underserved Projects on an invitation only basis.” (09/25/217)

Page 42: NTO Funds Available & Additional Limitations
- Line item #5 – the word “transportation” has been added to this allowance. The line item now reads, “Emergency dependent care and transportation are allowable.” (10/17/2017)

Page 6: Perkins Application Components
- Under the Data Collection & Reports section, instructions 1 and 2 were edited for clarity, and these lines now read as:
  All applicants shall comply with WTCS data submission requirements in the time frame required. The reporting requirements are as follows:
  1. Client Reporting System applies to all grant categories except for High School to College Transitions for Career and Technical Education (CTE) Students grants.
  2. Grantee requirements for Client Reporting include:
     a) Complying with the established WTCS Client Reporting requirements;
     b) Monitoring their data continuously; and
     c) Submitting data as required.

Reference the Client Reporting Manual for reporting deadlines: Client Reporting Manual. (10/19/2017)

Application Form (PERKINS)

Page 3: Application Components - 17) Abstract, 18) Statement of Need
- 17) Abstract – changed from 300 words to 200 words. (09/25/217)
- 18) Statement of Need – changed from 500 words to 1500 words. (09/25/217)